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Abstract:

For Bianchi - I space-time

ds2: A2(dx2 - dt'?) + B'dt' + C2 dz2

where A, B, and C are functions of time't'.

The solution of the field equations in bimetric relativity N,j = 0 arrd Nrj : l,g,j ar<

A = e*' : B : C and A : exp{-(Xlz) t2 + nt} : B = C respectively, where I is

cosmologic constant and m, n are constants of integration. And it is observed that

the resulting space-time can be reduced to the conformal one.
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Introduction : Rosent3l (1973) proposed the bimetric theory of relativity to remc

some of the unsatisfactory f,eatures of the general theory of relativity in which tre

exist tr.vo metric tensors at each point of space-time g' which describes gravitati

and the background metric y-, w'hich enters into the field equations and interacts \\l
g1 but does not interact directly with matter.

One can regard 7,, as describing the geometry that exists if no matter were presen:

Accordingly. at each space-time point one has two line elements

O.z = gri dxi dxj

and Ooz = yu dxi dxj

-.
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Deotll has studied the Bianchi - I cosmological model does not accommodate

perfect fluid as well as Maxwell fields in bimetric relativity.

Furlher Mahurpar,var and Deot2lhave studied Bianchi - I space-time with the

source Maxwell fields coupled rvith cosmic cloud strings in bimetric relativity and

obtained nil contribution of Maxwell fields as well as cosmic cloud strings in this
theory'.

Here we contirue the above study with the another set of field equations

N,j - 0 and N,j = Ig,j, where 1" is the cosmological constant, as the empty space-

time field equations of the bimetric relativity.

Bianchi - I vacuum solutions

The line-elements describing Bianchi tpe - I space-time is taken in the form

ds2: ,A2 (dxr - dt) + Brdy2 + C2dz2 (l)
where, the metric potentials A, B and C are functions of time 't'

The background metric of flat space-time corresponding to equation (1) is

doz = -dt2 * dx2 + d12 + dz2 (2)

An empty space-time field equations of bimetric relativity assume the form

N,j: o (3)

r,r,here, N,j = % y4 ( gnj gni l. ) lo $)
and a'vertical bar ( i ) denotes the y - covariant differentiation.

Using the equations (1) to (a) the field equations N,j - 0 are
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AA A2A
wherel = _, & A = J etc.dt ot'

From equations (5), (6) and (7) w e have,

A: e*t*., B = ept+c and C : ed*t (8)

Where m, 11, p, q, r and s are arbitrary constants of integration

Absorbing the constants n, q and s in differentials line-element (l) with (8) takes

the form

ds2 = e2^t ( -dt'z+ dx') + ezn' dt' + e2n dz;2 (9)

For m : p : r : k = constant, it reduce to the conformal space-time form

(10 rds2 - e2kt ( _dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz, )

It is an interesting note that equation (10) is free from singularity att:0.
If we introduced the cosmological constant 1" in the field equations of bimetric

(11 )relativity and write N,j : Ig,j

Similar to the Einstein field equations \j = l"grj of general relativity, as its empn

space-time field equation (ll)
Then using equations (1), (2), (a) and (11) we have

A=B = C: exp{-(}"/4e +ut+w } (11

where u and w are constants of integrations.

Absorbing the constant w in the differentials the line-element (l) takes the form

ds2=exp{-(xl2)t2 +ut} [-dt2*dx2+ dy2+dz2) (li
It is obsen ed that the conformal metric ( 1 3) has no singularity at t = 0.
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